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THE INSTITUTE FOR AESEARCH ON EDUCATIONAL
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.The Institute.for Research on Educational Finance'and Governance is

a Research and Devel6pment Center of the National institute of Education
funded undet the provisions of Title Iv of the Elementary,and Secondary

Education Act of 1965. The Institute is administered through the School
\of Edueation-at Stanford University and is located in the Center for Edu-
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The present Methods of financing post-compulsory education in the United
States and Western Eu'rope represent a highly diverse and uncoordinated approach
to providing edtdational And training exper4ences. Under a system of recurrent
dducation in which individuals would have qhe opporturipities to undettake educe- .

tional and training activities. in alternation with periods of work 4 is
' necessary to create a more systematic financing approach whieh would:.(1) en-

compass most or all forms of post-compulsory education and'training; (2) more
nearly equal±e access to and benefits of such educational and training experi-
ence's; (3) pz6mote the exp.ansion of employment opportunities; and (4) vovide.
flexibility or supportiklia large.number of non-orthodox educational and

. training alternatives. N

vu

This paper developsa plan th4t adardses these criteria by providing
individual.entitlements for recurrent education that could be used for any
eligible,programs. Each person would become eligible for such entitlement
for further training'and education at age'16 or at the.age at which the compulsory
schooling period terminates. TheSe entitlements could be used to obtain fur- ,

ther edncation and Mining in any program that meets the requirements set out
by the government for program eligibility. Such programs could be sponscrred
by governments,'non-profit agencies such as trade unions, and,relrgious insti-
tutions, or.profiit-seeking institutions. They might include virtually allot
he eIisting post-secondary.institutions such as the colleges and universities
anl tfaining Programs as.well as apprenticeship and oh-the-job training pro-
grams.

Aodescription of the approach and its principal.attributes is presented,
and evidence on the potential of individual entitlements is drawn from the
experience of the GI Bill of.educational benefits for military veterans. This
is followed by a presentation on the implementatiori of an individual entitle-
ment plan as well gs a discussion of some possibl criticisms of the approach.
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INDIVIDUAL ENTITLEMENTS FOR RECURRENT EDUCATION

I. INTRODUCTION

Recurrent education is a theme that has came into wideépread,use throuih=

aut.the OECD Countries: In general, this tem seems torefer'to the broadening

'of both the scoRe and timing of educational and training activities so that
I

such'opportunitiea are made available over the entire lifespan and encompass a

spectrum of endeavors from traditional university instruction and apprentice-
.

ships to retraining programs and culiUral enrichment.
1

Under more conventional

arrangements, education and training are typically limited to that period in

one's-life prior oftntering the labor force and during the first few years of

work. *Under a pr g4am of recurrent education, the timing, and nature

of educational and training activities /puld reflect the specific needs of the

indiviwal to meet his or her occupational or non-occupational goals as they,'

arise over the life-cycle. While this definition represents only, a veneral.,. ,

vision of the.concept of recurrent education rather than a concrete descrik- .

gon, its actual translation Alto specific forms'is cUriently a subject for

policy debate in the U.S.', Japan, Australia, and most of the couneries of

Western Europe.

The advantage of the recurrent e
A

bility fn meeting specific. individual

,4

ucation approach is its purported flexi-

eeds for training and education as they

arise as well as incorporating a wldef range of possible alternatives into the

education and training system. Und the present educatiodal and-training

approaches, the heavy emphasis on providing such opportunities priMatily for

youth tends to ignore the special needs for pariodic retraining, revitalization

and education for career mobility of adults. These needs are especially likely

.
to be concentratedvithin t e experienced workforce and among mothers who wish

to enter or Fe7entet the labor market after raising young'children. .The purpose

of this paper is to explore the use of a system of individual educational

entitlements for financing recurrent education.
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Socio-EcOnomic.Context ot Education and Training
\

1.,

11
Before describ g a plan of individual e titlemen4 for financing recurrent

education, it is important to establish.the te s of reference that will be
, ,

assumed in the giscustiliA6 The most important of these refer to the socio -

economic context of education and training in the OECD countries.

(1) With only a few exceptions, the OECD countries are capitalist Societies

that are characterized by: (a) relatively few firms dominating most .

sectors of the economies; (b) distribution of income in which the top
,

five to ten percent of income recipients have a greater share of natural

income than the poorest 40.L50 percent of the population; (c) relatively

low levels of economicigrowth for the forsee ble futAe; (d) relatively

high levels of unemployment in comparison with the 1945-70 experience;

and (e) increasing pressures for expansion of social services ta alle-

viate ineqUalities.and the hardships =the populations created by the
2

.

s "harsh edges" 4A monopoly capitalism.

.

Taken together, these conditions suggest initial ineivalities among

individuals and families associated with the existing economic and social

systems; a risin g intervention of the States to cushion the

inequalities and maintain the conditions Of social reproductiOn; and d

diminishing ability to provide the social resources to provide such

services because of a falling rate of economic lgrowth.

(2) Within OECD countries these inequalities are reflected in the educational

attainments of.their populations.
3

The'amount and quality .of education

'received is largely a function of the soci class origins, and

geographiCal location of 'the individual. ngsters from-famitles of_

modest income and occupational attainmentsofemales, and personk from

rural Origins are likely to receive less gchooling and schoolin of a

lower quality than males and persona from higher socio-economic rigins

Au and from urban areas. 'Further, at 'the same level of educational aAcain-
.

ment, persons 'from higher socio-economic backgrounds have cess to

.- better jolo, occupational attainments, and incomes. In addition, there

is considerable unemployment and underemployment at all educWional

levels, including university completion. The labor markets of the OECD

cOgntries have shown an inability to absorb the large increases in recent

years of university-educated young adults.
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(3) During the compulsory period of schooling at the elementary and secondary

levels, almosst all. schooling will take place in ptiblic institutions.

Whitt inequalities by social class, sex, and geographic location sttll

persist in these instituti4ns, those inequalities have been dimindshing

over time. Moreover, there will continue to be substantial increases

in the proportion of the young that complete secondary school, and '

especially those that obtain the qualifications for obtaining admission

to post-secondary educational institutions.

The present system of prdiiding post-compulsory education and trairiing

tends to provide the greatest public support for students from the mosz

advantaged families and the least public subsidies for persOn from the
4

least-advantaged baCkgrounds. This pattern is established by the fact

that youngsters from lower incame families are least likely to"-complete

secondary training, and therefore they are less"likely to be eligible

for post-secondary educational opOortunities. Further, the most

advantaged students willcamplete an academic course of study at the

secondary level, so they will be eligible to attend the most highly -

subsidized part of the post-secondary educational system, the univer-

sity. 'Students from lower socioeconomic backgrounds will be more likely

to take post-secondary training -- if they participate at all at that

level in cotamuifty college"technical institutes, and,short-course

institutes. Programs associated with these.Palternatives tend to be

of much, shorter duration than university degree programs, and they

also entail smaller'resource requitentents and public subsidies. There-
,

fore, the present systqins of post-secondary education and training tend

to be inegalitarian with respect to their distributional implications!

(5) The'present approaches to post-secondary education and training also

introduce various distortions into.both the educationalchoVees of

young people and.the economic opportunities that will be afforded them

later. .
First, public subsidies are not provided for all types of post

secondary educational and training experiences, but only certain types

of orthodox educational alterna ves such as:the university d various

other institutional training pro ams..: White some OECD count ies pro-
.

vide training subsidies Att part of their active labor market olicies,

even these are restricted to selected'areas.
5

The,high level of subsi-

S.

0
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dization for some educational and training alternatives inevitably creates

a bias in favor of choosing them,id prefe;.ence to those.that are not

subsidized.

f

Second, to the degree that the state assists the young in obtaining

economic opportunities by providing such subsidies, it creates a bias

towards overinvestmene in 'human capital" as opposed to physical capital.

To a large degree these subsidies tend to silmulate the expansion of the

supply of educated labor to corporate and government bureaucracies while

reducing the training costs of those entities. Since most of the young
...-

who,are fortunate enough to obtain post-secondary education and training

do:not have access to capital for creating self-employment, they must

depend on the existing,firms for jobs. These firms are able to take

advantage of an expanding supply of trained labor with concomitant

downward pressure on wages. Thus, indirectly the subsidies forpost

secondary education and training reprelent a subsidy to existing owners

of capitalby red ing the wage costs of trained workers and by limiting

the vast majority o he population to publicly subsidized Investments

in their 'training rathe than providing assistance in obtaining owner-

.*
ship of capital.

4

Implications fcrillancing Recurrent Education

What are some of the implications of this socio-e nomic context for

financing recurrent ethicationr Eirst, it'wduld seeml at ,any system of finan-

cing recurrent education would necessarily have to be integrated with existing

forms of post-compulsory education and training. That is, it wculd seem'that

the'design and finance of a system of.post-,CompAilsor'y education would include

all education and training beyond the Compulsory schooling period. This dis-.

tinction between compulsory versus voluntary education and

training rePresents the major distinction that characterizes adult recurrent

education. That is, following the compuldory schooling period, one can choose

the amount, type)1440 timing of further education and training. Thus, the

existing set of post-compulsory*portunities must be integrated into the over-

all recurrent educational system; since all are voluntary options that are

made after completion of compulsory schooling. Accordingly, a comprehensive

4414.,
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approach to recurrent education must,encompas all traditional forms of post -

4

secondary education and straining alOng with any new forms that may emerge.

11. $

A second-implication is that no approach to recurrent education, by

itself, will solve problems of inequalities that emanate from the.nature of

the economic and. social'systems of the OECli countries.
6 The fact that the

young will enter thkpOst-compulsory period with.different Socioeconomic

advantages and educational attainments is reason in itself to Joe, Wary of

claims thatkadult recurrent education will resolve these inequalities when

they were not resolved earlier. Howelr, these inequalities should not"be

Used as a basis for further unequal treatment in favor of advantaged popula-

tions. To the contrary, the organization and financing_ of national systems

of recurrent' education ought tb be, distinctly equalizing,in'both intent aria

outcome. As we will note below, this can be better,achieved by providinl

entitlements with-larger potential subsidies for further educatiot and training

to those populations that are the leastb advantaged.

9

A third implication is that any system for financin recurrent educa-

t I
tion should be_flexible enough to provide supiPart for a large number of non -

orthodox educafional and training_alternatives as well as to provide a,diver:-

sity of patterns of utilization. That is, if only the traditional forms of

post-seC6ndary instruction,,are eligible for support, the ability to create

diversity in types of educatioi4 training experie4ces as well as fiekitllity

in their utilization will be seriously compromised. A'system of recurrent

education shodfa be desgried in such a way that various types of options that

are presently-unavail4le or even beyond our existing imagination might

emerge and be compatiblevith the averall syateli of finance.

A final implication is that even with future reductions in the numt;er of

young.who will be entering labor markets, problems on unimployment and under- ,

employment are likely to continue into the future. Accordingly, the organize-
.

tion and financing of recurrent education ought to promote increases in employ-

merit omrtunities aswell as the expaRsion of,trained labor. Vehicles for

doing this will be discussed below. I

N. 0.
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'
NATURE'OF'INDIVIDUAL ENTITLEMENTS

9iven this.sociO conomic Context and its'implioations, it Is possible

to present a Plan for;finanding recurrent-education.through a plan of post -

compulsorq entitlementslor indiViduals. An entitlement approach refers to
7

111

4

,the,provision-of a guaianteed amount that would be provided by the government

for each eligible person to obtain education end training in the'postcoinpulsory

education Period.

tional and training

colleges, shortz.dy

retraining programs

vocational types.

The entitlpments.could be used for'a.wide variety df educe-
..

experiences including the univeraities, teacher-training
,

e vocational programS, apprenticeships, on-the-job training,

nd adUlt education course's of bqth vocational and non -

Essentially, the plan would work as follows. Each person would beCome
4 A

eligible"for an entitlement for further training and education at age 16 .. or

the.age at which the compulsory schooling period terminates. These

'entitlements could'be used to obtain furthftr education, and training in any

'program that meeti the requirements set out by the government for program

-eligibaity:\Such programs could be spOnsorg4 by governments, non-profit

agencies such as trade unions and religious institutions, or profit-seeking. !
lr-

'institutions. They could include virtually all of the existing post-secondary

institutions sUch'as the colleges and universities and-training programs as

well as.apprenticeship and on-the-job tr5ning programs. The exact nature

of eliptbility would be determined by-the goals of the recurrent education .

approach. Program efigibility to receive and redeem entitlements from students-

would be based on standards set out by the government such as financial

accountability, educational and training content, procedures for'handling(e-

complaints from participants, and the provision ofsufficient and accuraee

information on programs.

Such entitlements caUld be composed of both.f6ans and grants where the :-

total amount and composition of the entitlement would depend upon the family'

resources and other background characteristics of the student. For exemple,

it might-be expected.that the amotint of the entitlement and.the grantiportion;

specifically, would be larger the more Ineager the-retources of the student and-
,
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his or her family. In addition, the entitlement might vary a cording to/the types

of training or education that a stude hooses to undertake wi.th more support
.

being proVided,for,study in those fields that are considered to have a high
3

sodial priority and unusually high costa.

PerhalYs the most important aspect of the entitlement.,approach is that

individuals coNouse it for any combination of eligible training or education

pro: . e maximum amount of the entitlement. MOreover, the entitle- ,

ment could be drawn upon over a considerable period of time both prior to

entering the workforce and during the working period. In fact, it might be

reasonable to permit entitlement accounts to accumulate interest as an incenr

tive for the participant to constder carefully the recurrent and continuing

education and training possibilities that will exist ovet the life-cycle.

Programs would compete for students and their entitleme , and new offerings '"

would arise to take account of emerging training needs.

A public information system would be developed that would'make entitle-
.

ment. recipients aware of particular education and training programs as Well '

1 -
as the opp9rtunities that are available in different occupational fields.

This systematic provision ot informatiO would also keep potential.providers

of programs informed about which areasiKowed-high student or trainee demand

and which ones were less attractive...,GOvernment support of post-compulsory'

education and training would be vested predominantly in the form of entitle-
_

ments to individuals rather than of grants to support institutions directly,

and these entitlements would create financial support,for institutions afcording

to the chqces of the student or trainee-participants. Moreover, all of the

existing sogrces of,public funding would be poordinated into ope overall

system of financial support to replace the present. nfounding diversity of .

funding programs.

4,0

r

T6 suMmarize, a system of post-:compulsory entitlements would have the

f011owing five general propertiei:

(1) tblic suppor4 of post-secondary education And training would be

channeled to the student in the form of a pfamissory note or

entitlement.
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.o (2). The enxitlemeat ouldobligatethe go
, .

amoqn t of,graInts.and loans hat could
. -

OA,

-

iretnmelit to prchide a spicified

be used for participating'in
. . .

,

..A: eligible educatiOn And training.programs.
. : . 4 . , ' . .

. 4 .. f ,, . . .

(3) .The entitlement could.be, used' over the riketimeW .the student, 'and
,

. ,

.the unkised portiOn would draw intetest. The amount ot the entitle-

ment and.its. composition betKeen grants and lohns would 4 deter-

mined by the fariilyeresolircetiof the:student and other pertineV

'factors.
. ..'. ,

4
,

(4) Any.er4Ication or training_grolglommeeting the eligibility require-
.

: inents"seiout by,the government could accept students".with entitle-
. k. .

.

ments and redeem them forcash from the government treasury. Such insti-
,

(5)

tutions would probably include most ekisting-colleges, univAsities,
r .

training.institutei3 and training programiVirafie unions,
, .

government, and industry. New programs,would als2 be eligibleto
.

_

participate by meeting the specified eliglebility requirements.'

, '
Governments would sponsor an information and.regulatory agency that

would provide data for participants on training alternatives and

their ccitts'as'well'as program-descriptions and.performances

the job prospects among different occupations and training speciali- .

zations.: Th&agency would also set out the specific eligibility

tegulations that determine both the conditions of,students and

trainee participation on the one hand and the,requiremehts that

must be_satisfied for.program eligibility on the other..

Within this framework there are a variety of plans that might be constructed,

ea h responding to different-objectives. It 1.4 hot poAsible to.analyze the

c nsequences of a post7compulsory entitlemenk'approach withOut a discussion

of the main features that will determine thehutcomes.

The.three major components of a post,compulsory entitlem9A_ lan

referred'tO as sp.) the finance systep; (2) the regulatory syse. nd (3).the

intormatiOn system. The specific details of.these three systei n taken .

,

together will determine the operations and outcOmes of the entitlement approach.

The finance systeth reterS to the .determination'Of how much the entitlemeht will

be.ahd how it will vary according to the characteristics of the participants

add the optionsthat they choose. The finance component'also requires determination

8

.
4, .ef
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"Of the composition of entitlemepts-betwell loans and grants; the particular
4

t, - .

details of the.laan and graneprovisions;,the method by-which the governmene

will obtain revenues for supporting the entttlemedt)\system; and the estimate
e A .

of the total Support requirements fox the efitielethent plan.;

The regulatory systen embraces the rules and regulations and the set of ,

conditions under which ehe system will operate. These aspects include the

definition of 'who is eligible to receiNie an entitlement., the Ake of the"

entitlement as set out by the finance systr and the conditions under which
4

the entitlement could be Used, the requirements for eligileility to redeem
-

vouchers'among.providers of educational and training servies, and the nature
.

,

and respopsIbilities Of the regulatoyy agency that would monitor the poLt -

compulsory entitlement approa .

(.a

,

Since an entitlemeht appr ch places a heavy emphasis an alte hativeS and .

choice, an 'information system must be construcled to prOvide'useful nd

acCessible information on.these choices for both the mdiv dual participants

and..for the institutions and enterprises that wish to offer educa ion and

t aining to entitlement reciPients. .Examples of information tha might be

needed.by the individual participants include program descriptions; Personne,

qualificatiOns4-eurricUlum, costs, enrollments, facilities, placemene services

and experiences of graduates, and the proportions of students completing

training. ,Information fOr potential--\providers of services might include'the'--

distributions an& levels of enrollments.by type's Of education and training,

' costs, geogcaphical distribution, and changes'in.the patterns of.106se indi-
..

cators 'from year to year in order to.discern trends. .0f course, data on

occupational trends would also be useful. Finally, the regulatory agency

would require data fo eitaluate the succesS of.the existing provisions, and

it wouldje4so'need to set out an efficient system for disseminating the infor-

motion to 'the appropriate clientele.

Obviously the finance, regulatory, and informttion systems are not

strictlyindependetl of each other. For example, the definitions of eligi-

.bility tor both individual paeticipants and providers of training andeduca-

tional services will have an import0t;44npact op-the financial requirements
"4..

. Ay,

AMy.r
0

i 4
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of the lentitlement plan. Likewise, the degree of equity that is desikred wi,la

have implications for both the regUlatory mechanism and the finance sptem-in
. ,

that requirements will be set _out with respect to'how the entitlement might
. .

vary with.the financial resources of the.family f the recipient. These.

regulations will affect the methodby which ent lements are allotted as well

as the distribution and.level of financial su.Sport for post-compulsory educa-

tion and training across the population. Thus, while each of'the three tom-
*,

ponett systems might be addressed separately for purposes of constructing a

Rost-compulsory entitlement plan, theii interdependence should also be

recognized in the coordination of the various aspects of the approach.

Before reviewing these three components more specifically with respect

to their design and implementation, it is important to consider the potential

of the individual entitlement approach for financing recurrent education and

, meeting the various criteria with respect to comprehensiveness, equity, flexi-

bility, and the promotion,of increases ip employment that were set out in an

earlier section.

Comprehensiveness

#.0

Individual entitlements enable a complete integration of existing forms

k,

of post-compulsory education and training as well as emerging Ones, since

I
the entitlehent is neutral with respect to these alternative Under- morronventional

forms of financing post-compulsory educati n, educational a d
,

training institutions canlonly be establis/ed on the basis of a direct

financing commitment from the government. This means th.at the provision of.
,

new opportunities must depend upon the acquisitiv.of government support which
.

,

creates cumbersome requirements for the initiation of new offerings as well

as the loss of many potential training and educational programs tHat might be,

offered by priv.ate and non-profit sponsors:' In contrast; the-entitlement approach

'enables adults to use their education 'and training subsidiessdirectly, whether

for traditional university edutation or any other eligible post-compulsory

alternative. Indeed, the financing mechanism is naltral with respect to the

type of education or training, so that new offerings can be considered on

their own merits rather than whether they fit a more traditional system of

direct institutional subsidies. Individual entitlements enable a comprehen-

slve approach to financing recurrent education that can not be found in the
AP

more "piece-meal" approaches that characterize the present system. And, they
.41
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tan easily encompass future alternatives that are notLyet on the drawing board.
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Equity
...

.

rN
.

. . .
,

While no claim is ma that the distributiqp okincome 0 adult opportuni-

ties will become more nearly equal under a plan of individual e,titlements or

under any other system of financing recurrent education, there are strong

reasons for believing that the distribution of/e4ucational ancitralnng.oppor7

tunities.can become more eqUal.9 There are three bases for this: (1) By making

each person 'aware of the existence of an enfitleient for post-compulsory educa-

tion and training, it is more likely that he or she will make use of it than

under the existing system where no entitlement exists. Under the present

approach, only those perSons who are aware.of available educational and

training opportunitie4r-general1 the more a4vantaged.members of society--will.
3

seek out those options. But, an entitlement will make all citizens fully,

aware of their eligibility for such opportunities. (2) It is expected that

under a systeiof post-compulsory entitlements,.new.education and training-

choices will arise that.will be'more accessible and attractive to the less -

advantaged members of.society. That,is, there will be.an incentive.by educa-,

tional and training'Sgencies to attract the "new-clientele" who are not

presently participatihg in post-compulsory education and training, but who

will have the entitlementw,to do so'under.this new approach. (3)vUnder a

system Alipost-COmpulsory entitlements, it is possible to tailor the site of

the entitlement and the,conditions'of its use to favor persons from less

advantaged baCkgrounds. It contrast, the present systemi of financing post

compulsory education provide subsidies to.institutiOns according to their

eduCational and training coste.rather than according to the socio-economic'backgrounds

of their clientele. By proViding larger entitlements to pethons from loner

income families, such.individuals will have a greater incentive to undertake

post-compuleoty education and training and will have the ability to undertake

agreater amount of such experience.
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- Flexibility

The individual entitlement approach maximizes the flexibility of, the'

overall recurrent education.approach, since the'subsidy can be used forany

.cobbination of training and educational opportuniLes that are'selrted
.

. the entitlement recipient. The entitlement can be partially utilized before

entering the workforce and partially utilized during intermittent periods Of

training during the.individual'i,ceier. Or, the individual can apply the

entitlement to a university education hnmediately fbllowing his graduation,

.fram school. Alternatively, the use of the entitlement can.be deferred for

several years beyolid the school-leaving period, until after therecipient

establishes his career. All of these patterns can be accomodated with no

.special arrangements.
1.

Further, the entitlement can be utilized for any combination of educa-

\ tional or training ativities,that are accredited for its us.e. The govern-.

\ment need only set out the vaffous eligibility criteria with respect to the

Organizational requirements and type:a of eduCation and traihing th'at will be

eligible to be funded by entitlements. 'Both the state and- ptivate sector

can offer education and training experiences, and there will be 4 strong

incentive to meet the requirements and needs of students and trainees in

ordei to attract adequate enrollments,. Rather than the OVernment facing

the difficult challenge of setting out financing arrangementfi for large num-'

berof possible-recurrent educational and: training activities, ,the activi-'

ties can be initiated with the knowledge that if they are attractive to

adults they will receive funding from thelentitl*nts of their enrollees.

Finally, thete is great flexibility in this funding mechanism, sin.cei

particular policy goals'with respect to equity or special educational needs

can aldo be targeted in an effective manner. ,For example, larger entitle-

ments can be given-to pesonsfrmmunderdevelapociareas or.persons who

study in fi9ldsof high national priority. As we stated,previously, the
-

entitlAitent can.be "pro-poor" in providing more resourced to those who have 1.

the least ability to finance preparation for their awn careers and who lack
.

other advantages that wonld enhance their adult opportunities.

vr

7
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'The'mechanism of.individual entitlement* can also

employment for both individuals and grqups'pf workers.

youth and"adult-unemploymerit'is a very serious oite in

the slow Oates of expected economic grawth asiwell As

be used to inoTease

The problem of.bothl-,.

the OECD countries, and

iechnorogical change
*S.

(e.g. the revolution in mini-ccomputers) may. make the existing job situation

even-more dismal. Post-coMpulsory investments in education. and training

pperate only on the.supply of human skills and capabilities and not on the

demand for them.- Accordingly, policies for increasing jobs must aCgompany
'7'

policies for expanding training and educationgl.opportunities.
1

At the very least, active labor market policies must be pursued to'pro-

vide appropriate employment for. educated andtraina labor, and thes policies
11

should be Coordinated with. any policy of recurrent education. HoweVer, the

indIVidual entitlement approach has same atttactive features in itself for

addressing both the retention of existing jobs and the creation of n ones.

In at least threeways the entitlements can be used to create jobs for

trained labor as an overall part of the recdrrent education strategy.

.First, many of the OECD countries are experiencing plant closures by'

multi,pational corporations:as such firms shift their activities to third

world countries that proMise greater profitability becatise of low wages and

state repression pf.trade unions. In many of these cases the activities that

are being transferred are still economically viable,,Pdt not as profitable-.

as in:.:countries where the permisSable degree of labor exploitation is con-

siderably higher. such cases,,the closure of the firm creves unemPloyment

and great public expense in the form of redundancy or unemployment payments

and public adsistance.

44

, If the firm can be shown to be viable, the workers can be offered the

use of-their redundancy or unemployment pay to purchase it with the assistance

of government loans, and their remaining educational and,training entitle-

ients can be used to assist them ih acquiring the training to undertake the

management and operations of the plant. In this way, the state could assist

the employees by training them at the emOloymerit site to operate theit own
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firm as a producer cooperative or another form of self-managed enterprise.

It would seem that entitlements might be part of an effective .strategy to

retain jobs under the aegtb. of worker-owned firms in sdChrfiltaumptanCes.

Second, the entitlements might also be used to create jobs through

permitting groups of adults to combine their entitlements to prepare them

for starting collective enterpris.6 that might be owned and managed as

c peratives. For.example, if a,group of persons proposed the creation of

#1°small enterprise .to the government, the appropriate goernment agencypight
, .

V.
.

investigate the potential viabil4y of such a firm. If the basic plan

seemed sound, the, government might lend the %p the necessary capital while \
. Iv . :12

using the firm's assets as collateral for the loan. But, one of the crucial

determinants for successful operation wduld be the proficiencies of the labor.

force for operating the bfisiness in a viable manner. It is here that poSt -
.

.

compulsory educational entitlements can be combined to cover-a training pro-
.

gram fc the workforce. Such training might be provided by the government

with funding from the entitlemente, and the fact that it would be\dode

collectively rather than individually would enable persons to be trained to
,,

work Oith a unique set of-co-workers forAte specific requirements of the

firm that was being established.- .

/.'
)

A .third area in which post-compulsory educational aftdtraining entitle-
v

r
ments might be used for job.creation would be to set out a poicy in-which

,

a portion of the entitlement could be used to,purchase tools and equipment

that are required for self-employment. Many persons Who receive training

in particular career's lackthe access to capital to be,self-employed.

_Examples include_the manual crafts such as carpentry, welding; painting,'

and so on as well as professional ones such as accou ing, law, and architec-'

ture. Rather, persons with training in these areas musttypically seek-

employment with existing firms.
-

'An alternative arrangement would permit entitlement recipients to acquire

education and.tralnineand to use 'the entitleMents for those.capital'invest-
:

-ments that afe approved by the regulatory agency as being pursuant to their,

careers. ,In this way some persons could not only acquire relevant job skills,

but they-could create jobs for themselves by.investing in the physical capital



that is necessary for thope careers.

The dse.of entitlements on both an-individual and c011ect

pay for both':training and the 'necessary physical capital could

e basis toy

rpate

additional jobs, especially.in the service sectdr'where large amounts af

Capital-are not as necesSary as.in.production. -Examples of such'.Services are

7.those of mechanics, carpenters, artists, bookkeepers and accountants, land-.

scape architects, Maint*nance specialists, gardeners, business consultants,

ail4 so on. While these uses of an entitlement approach wouldnot address all.

.of the employment problems of the OECD countries, they dould be part of a

policy.mix that 'combines education and training with a job creationiand

retention approach.

Evidence on the Potential of Entitlements

tilo'( Thus far we have asserted that individual entitlements represent a,

more comprehensive, equitable, and flexible approach to financing recurrent

education, and we have suggested that theyalso have greater potential for ..
.

.

combining educatiog and training with job (Ipreation. ort9patel);, there

*exists a substantial experience with individual entitlements in the-United

States, so it fs possible to review the validity of some of these claims.

Since 1944 the U.S. Government has provided educationaL benefits to military
13

veterans under the so-called Gt Bill. Eligible veterans are provided with

Monhly payments while enrolled in accrddited education and training,programs.

At the present time, a single veteran who,is studying on a fulltime basis

receives $311 a month, while'veterans with dependents receive more. For .

example, a veteran with.two dependents wodld receive $422:a month. Benefits
. .

may be used for up 6-45 months of Study. Thus, a single veteran is eligible

for, a tqtal entitlement .of about-$14,006, ar, a married veteran with a child

is eligible for an entitlement of;about 419,000. Arrenormous verily of

training and.edudational prOgrams are adtredited for GI Bill enrollees, with

eligible institutions required'to meet various educational, legal, financial,

and reporting driteria for'eligibility.

.1

(",
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Since 1044, more than 14 million veterans have receiVed educational\N-
,

benefits under the three GI Bills that'have been enacted during the last 35

years.: In'fiscal year 1976 about $6 billiondwas paid to ve'terans in educa-'

1
tidnAlkenefits. This represented more than half of the federal expenditure

15.
on post-secondary education an& training. In sum, the GI Bill provides the

equivalent of individual entitlements to veterans that can be used for a wide
6

variety of educational and training options in-both-the public and private

sectors. Further, it is a very substantial program with three decades of

experience. Accordingly, it is interesting to observe the results of the

GI Bill educational entitleMents With respect to their cOmprehensiveness,

,equity; flexibility, and.labor market effectiveness.

The comprehensivene6s and flexibility aspects of the GI Bill can bg
.

relgewed together, because of their obvious overlap. The Comprehensiveness

is evident in that the entitlements can be received for enrolIihg iti a.widei
'

range oP.approved programs including most colleges and.universities, training

institutes, onthe-job tvining

In the 1977 fisCal year, almost

chose to enroll in colleges and

programs, correspondence schools, and so on.

three quarters of the GI Bill recipients
16

,universities. Ot course, a substantial

number of ehese were enrolled in the.two year coimunity colleges in career

training programs rather than in four year academic courses.of instruction.

About one-tenth were 'studying in vocational and technical institutes, with

almost an equal number engaged in on-the-job apd farm training programs.

The remainder were involved in correspondence schools, flight instruction,

and high school coMpletion. Among all veterans, almost 80 percent were in

;17:
public institutio s.

7
1

Since the Gi Bill permits veterand to utilize their educational benefits

over the ten years following their military service, there is Considerable

time in which to choose and undertake educationalexperiences. Of course,

even a decade is considerably shorter thgh A fully recurrent program (so

participation would be 'higher over a'longer permissable period). The use of

the educational benefits can apply to part-time or full-time study, and they

can also be.used for correspondence school courses ,while fully employed.

The benefits for anything less than full-time study are set atkoportionately

lower.revels than.for fulltime enrollees. The overall result of tht5 cotpre-

1

1

1 II

21
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hensivenes4 and(flexibility is a rather high rate of utilization of edgcational

benefits,,with the current_estimatis that significantly over three-fifths of
8

recent Vetetan cohorts.will use 'their educational benefits1. Thisl5roporelon

. is'EOnsiderably- higher than the.post-secondary.participation of non'.:veterans,

which is somekhere between 40-50 percent. Further, it has been concluded

from statisticarAnalysis of enrollments that about one-third of all veteran

students would not have nndertaken the education add training in, the absence

of the GI Bill benefits.1
9

Even more Nimpressive are thetquity implications of the enrollment pattérns.

Although in the general population the-posti-tompulsory enrollments of blacks

..*are considerably lower than for whites, among veterans the blacks showed

slightly hi;her rates of participation utilizing the educatiOnal benefits of

the.GI Bill.
20

After adjusting for.test scores and prior educational attainments,

thet participation rate for blacks was found, to be-,some nine percentage points ,

- 21
'higher than for'equivalent-whites. Thus, the GI Aiall'entitlements seem to-be

Considerably more effective in providing education and training to at least

one major, economically disadVantaged group than the more tradftional,apprOaches.

But, of course, one question Chat might be raised is that of the quality

of choices. That is, if the enrolikes are simply using their entitlements

OFfrivolous ways, the Mere existence of Whigher level and more 'equitable
,

.pattern of enrollment& is not tantamount to a higher level of and more equitable

educational benefits. Among a variety of sophisticated analyse& comparing the
,

k, earnings of veterans who had taken vocatiönal training under the GihBill and
(_

those who had not, it was foumd,that earnings-were about ten percent higher
. 22

pet year among the GI Bill group. This is about twice as great a gain as

that associated with government-sponsored Manpower Development Training Act

(MDTA) programs. For black veterans who Aed their GI Bill benefits, the

gains were even greater with a differential of 15 percent higher earnings
, -

over comparable blacks with similar educational attainments and test scores
_

and no GI Bill training. Similar. earnihp gains were found fcF veterans who

had used their entitlements for on-the-job training or' college enrollments, . 1-

*

although no racial comparisons were made.
.

-.
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In Summary, the extensive\xperience with the GI Bill has shown that

a general system of individuaIlentitlements can be more comprehensive, flexi-

ble, and equitable than the more conventional methods-cor financing post -

compulsory'education and training, and there,iS same evidence that it is tare

effective in imparting skills that are remunerated gelabor tarkets. The

fact-that blacks participate more ftilly'in post-compulsory education and

training and receive relatively larger benefits than whites is also a,rather

retarkable finding. Indeed, the redistributive effect.of.the GI Bill entitle-

ments is particularly surprising when One considers that no "compensatory"

entitlements ate provided n the basis of family background, so.that blaCks

and whitel3 and_rich and poor receive the same entitlements. The experienCe

of the GI Bill suggests,fhat.individual-entitlements representa'forward-looking

approach for constructing 'an Overall.methods for financing-recurrent education..

ffi

IMPLEMENTING A PLAN OF INDIVIDUAL ENTITLEMENTS

tridt,

.
While the general description of a plausible entitlement Plan can be.

descrtbed quite readily; the actual details require very careful formulation.

At tihe.nd Of the'compulsory education period.-- e.g., .at,age 16 -- individuals

Woii1d be registered with the.national entitlement agency. Based upon the

various criteria of eligibility, they would 'be informed of their drawing-rights

under ehe entitlement mechanism. Moreover, they would be assigned anidenti-

fication number which_would be used to keep records on the use of the entitle-.

ment such that it might be possible for a person to obtain quickly through com-
,

puterized access the information on the amount of the entitlement that still

/remained as well A other pertinent information. In order to ufilize the

remaining value of the entitlement, the individual would apply to the entitle-

ment agency to undertake additional study or training from'an eligible pro-
.

vider. The agency would provide a draft or voucher that could be redeemed.by
0

.
the provider for cash by, submitting it upon receipt to the government treasury.

All of the accounting and records would be maintained by the national

entitlement agency, and an annual or periodic rIport would be issued to each

registered individual regarding the driwing rights that were still credited

to him. .Possibly the unused balances would draw interest in order to compen-
.

dividuals who diStribute Fheir entitlement over longer periods. And,
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-at reti,rement age it might.be appropriate to refund to the individual any

unexpended. balance or it could be given. tohis estate oase qf early death.
f

tn,,this.way the entitlement recipients would,not be pressed tb utilize the
-

entitleMent in-frivolous ways, and the returns to any use vould be balanced

against simply permitting the value to accumulate with interest until retire-
,

ment. This would be an especially important provision for establishing equity

for persons from less-advantaged back rounds, who have historically been less

able and las likely to take advant ge of post-compulsory schooling Opportuni-

tes. 3.

,

Finance
,

A number of. particular questionp-must be'resolve to construct the.

other finanCing details. These include'(1) the source of_revenues,'(2) the
,

.

size of entitlements, (3) the manner by-which entitlements will vdty according

to the characteristics of the recipient and training'chotte,(4) opmposition

.of entitlements between grants and loans, and (5) total,public support require-:

merits. Each of these will bi0 addressed briefly.

(1) Source of Revenues
. .

There is no single approach, to the method of providing. government reVenues
,

for post-compulsory entitlements. 'The different courikries of,the OECD have-

different tax systems wi,threspect to the.degree that they rely upon value-added

br turnOver taxes, personal income taxes, excise taxes, and business taxes.

But a strong case.can be made for obtaining revenues from a broad-based tax

'rather than a.payroll tax. That is, such a program should not be paid for by
'

'Workersalone,. but by all segments of the.population24-.

Unfortunately, much of the recent, literature on the particular forms- of

recurrent eduition and training suCh'es educational sabbaticals has focused

on the use of- a payroll,taxsthat-would provide a trust fund for such.expendi-

tdres somewhat similar'to the Social $ectirity-programs in the United'State25p.

TheAirinciple underlying this view Seems to.be that'educational leave and life -,

*tong education are necessary.ingredients for everyone -- at leaSt'everyone
4

the-labor force -- and a provision should be made for this by impothing a manda-

,

tory tax on employers and employees that-would be earmarked for such a function, .



.4oweve, the use Of a payroll tax(for such purposes hAs a number of wry
26

seripus deficiencies. First, unlike the social insurance conCept, the usp of

the entitlement is 'voluntary father than being based upon a'certain event such.

as retirement7or.a contingency such as death or disability. Those persons who,:
;

did nOt utilize their.entitlements wguld neverthelebs pay for them, and the

historical rcord suggests that the least advantaged workers would be Ihe
27

least likely to utilize fully their entitlements. Thu*, a payroll tax on all

workers would imply a subsidy, of those who did use fully their entitlements

bt.shose that did dot, a redistribution of wealth in favor of the more advan-

taged (unless unused entitlements wete permitited%to.accumulate interest and

revert to the wotker at.retirement or to his, estate in(ase of premature death).

Moreover, the payroll tax tends to be)ogressive. In fact, it has been

found to be the...most regressive' ma/or Iax in the US tax system.
28

Since it is a

tax on labor earningSrather than on such sources'of unearned income as rents,.
1

divident,- profits,.and.interest, this means that the very sourceScO-f income'!

that charliterize the rich 4re UntoU'ched while the working poor and middle

classes- are forced.-toswort the entitlement system. 'That,is,,the one-third
.

or so of,national income.thit is derived.ftom c4pital andthat is concentrated

allsong the wealthiest families'in all.societies will be egcused fromsupporting

ttie post-compUlsory education'and-trailfig system.. -If the tax,is levi&d in a

fashion similar to the present Social Security tax in the United States, it

would apply,as a constant tax rate uP to a maximum level of earnings so that

.earnings beyond the m4ximum level would not-betaxed. 1This too means that a
"r

higher proportion of a poor person's'income will'be taxed than one with a higher

salary... Indeed, it was estimated lot 1966 that the U.S. payroll tlx rePresented

about twice as higha proportton of annual incomes for recipients under $15,000
29

as ii did those with'incomes in the $30,000-50;000 range: Thus, the use

of a payroll tax to support post-complusory egiitlements,shOuld be examinecL-.

with great _circumspection.

..(2)4Size of Entitlements

1
The-following rectors would seem to be important in setting the size 'of

,the basic entitlements,: .the,costs that the government presently incurs in

'. subsidizing students-in public institution§ of higher education and public -

,.supported training programs; the total direct cost of.the various post-compulsory.

'
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education and training programs; and the foregone'earnings ditthe costs of

maintenance for a stuident for normal living expenses. ''The importance of the

present governOtent subsidy .is that it gives'a gui0eline for the level of

.support to post-cotpu1sory,tducation that the government ha's already shown its

illingness to provide. The total cost of various types of training might
-

be instructive for modifications of this amount. Finally, it is important

to consider the other costs of obtaining post-secondary education and training

that art reflected irOthe lost earnings of students or the costs of maintaining
4

the student during,hp periOds of study in.order,to ascertain whether these

should be subsidl4d'.

.f1' ;C:

For examplel[the average'subsidy per'student id four year public institu-
., ,

4

tions in atatts such,4$-California is about $2500-3000 suggesting that the

state isATillIng to;ipay about,.$10,000.42,000 for the four year course of
..

.,

'study leading tOt4gT,B,A.A4gree. Of course, the state and federal govern-

ments_prOVide'other.typesof support for particularly needy or exceptional

students-as wal-490.6r. those eligible to receive b(enefits under.the programs

for militaryytteraila*a Social Security. As a first approximation, it

might be usefult;to think Of this amount of $10,000-12,000 as the basic entitle-,

ment, that would be made available tq all students, not just those who complete

a four' year program at a public college Or university.

'But even this amount would not be adequate to Cover the indirect cost

of study reflected in foregone earnings or in the living expenses for students

and trainees. - Accordingly, it may be'necessary to consider possible additions

to.the entitlements under'solne circumstances a&well as the provision of loan %

- programa for expensebeyond the entitlement. The composition of such.loans

and grants mightflvary according to the social class background of-the eligible

. individual and other factors..

(3) Characteristics. That Might Alter Basic Entitlements

While the setting of the basic entitlement is necessary for establishing

a general baseline for"the entitlement program, it is useful to consider the

circumstances under which the entitlement might be varied because of the pgs-

titular characteristics of the recipient or because of his or her educational

or training choite. For middle and upper income families an entitlement of
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l
,

$12,000 might be quite adegnat'efor enabling their offspring to Undertake

post-secondary education and training. While $12,000 might not be enough to

pay all of, the direct.costs and the living costs of the posC-compu1so4 endea-

vor, such families have, additional-resources to.provide such payments. Thus,
.

' a combination df familY resources, student earnings from part-time work and

summer employment, andvloans could be used to supplement the entItleMent.

'But, Persons from lOwer income backgrounds Ehe not in such an envAble

position. Their familieS are less-likely to provileher the additi.dnal .

direct costs of post-secondary education such as the.balance of tuition or

eXpenses for books and materials that mfghtnot be covered by enti4ements.

They are also less able to pro-vide ihe living expenses and.to forego the

earnings that would be btained frod-Work rather than study. Finally, even

their access to part-time work might be compromised relAle to their more

advantaged counterparts because of their lack of connections and information

which often secure such jobs for middle and upper class youngsters.

Accordingly, it would seem that tto obtain high levels of participation

-'in Rost4secondary education and training among law income populations it will

-be-necessary to provide entitlements that-would cover other educational expen-

ses as_well as the costs of maintaining the trainee or student. One important

aspect of the finance system would be to design the entitlements to take
. .

.account of differences in family backgrounds and resources.
I w

. ,.

A Second dimension along which entitlements might 'be expected td vary-

would be in those citses that training programs were of Umusually long dUration--
ft.

while having a high sdcial benefit. In those instances the.amount of the

entitlement might e-increased,in.order to account for-the relatively' longdr
.. :

. l

training period, and to encourage persaitta enter those professions. Of

:*. course, thit type of prokem might ano be solved by a liberal policy of loans
4 t

that could be repaid from the future earnings of the recipients. Certainly,

additional subsidies for the training of physicians will not-in themselves

expand the number of physicians who are trained,...and such graduates can

easilY pay their loa)ns &it of their extraordinarily high incomes received
.

.

;

//

during their professional lives (at'least lo.countries like the U.S. and West

/
. --

/ ,Germanyj': Thus, the adjustment of entitlements,for long program duration and
. .4 '.o

. .

, it A ..
.

.
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high.program
.

costs shauld be justified on the basis of associated social

benefits-ef--4Ke policy ather' than automatically allocating a larger entitle-

'ment kor more Axpensive training..

Alsa, an entitlement might be increased in those exceptionally meritorious

cases where it could be argued that the de'velopment of extremely scarce talent

required the additional inVestment. for example, persons of exceedingly high

scholarly, artiptic,-echanical, or, scientikic'Merit might be chosen to r ceive

highly specialized training beyond that which might.be,available for.the ver-

age perion in their career. Again, the social benefits of developing such

talent represent the basis.foi the large* special entiflements where the

talent would 'be identified by some reasonable set of procedures. The social

benefits of such'a policy would be reflected in the potential cultural, scien-

tific, and technical discoveries, as well as*the potential contributions to

the artistic, cultural, and material well-being of the society7

(4) Composition of Entitlements Between Loana and Grants

A verY important issue that has arisen more generallY in the debate over

post-compulsory educational and training finance is the justification for pro-

viding loans rather thad grants. According to some analysts the primary bene-

fits from post-secondary investments are those received by the indivickal in
r--

the form of higher earnings'. Accordingly, thd9'recommend that assistance:vf6t'4

such education and training take the form of income-contingent loans, those4

that are repaid out of the higher earnings reteived-by those with the additional
3-

trainin0g. An alternative'argument is that the benefits of such educational and

training endeavors are shared between society and the individual and some basis

is supplied-for providing a subsidy for post-secondary educational and training

endeavors. These benefits include the benefits of equalizing access to educa-

tional opportunities. Even in this case it is not argued that society should

bear all of the costs of post-eampulsory education,.but only that portion

which reflecti the social share of benefits.

But, the territory between the social provision of comRlete grants for all

'post-compulsory training and education and that of oans, alone, isla vastone

with all types of combinations of loan and grant plans. Thus, it is important

to reflect ad-the composition of entitlements between loans and grants. We have
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suggesteclat Ehe outset of the design of th&entitlement that one possibility

would be to provide a $10,000-12,000 entitlement for everyone with some in- /N

crease:in entitlement for selected populations that are considered to be dis-

advantaged.with respect to postsecondary education and training opportunities.

We also suggested that a,system, of loans should biorrovided for persons who

need more than the 110,000-12,000 or other set amount.

a \
But, there exist a number of other' ossibilities for combining grants and

loans into "duallentitlements." For qxample, it may 'be more useful to think

of every person Ifein g eligible for a,specified sum of grants and loans depending

upon family background. In such an instance the person from a very wealthy

I. background would only be eligible fdr a "loan" entitlement to be repaid out of

his future income. The person from the most disadvantaged families would be

eligible for a "grant" entitlement that would cover both thedirect costs of

education as well assliving costs. Betyeen these two extremes the plan would

- provide various combinations of loans and grants so that the person who came

from the middle of the social class distribution reteived the $10,000-12,000

grant entitlement and was also eligible for loans. An individual somewhat -

.
.

higher on the social class scale would receive $8000 in grants and loan

eligibility.

Such an approach would.have A number of advantages over the flat entitle-
IA

ment grant. .First, individuals who tame from families that had ample resources

to pay for their post-compulsory training and educational experiences would not

rtaceive as large a subsidy as those from families wit() lacked such resources.

Yet, even if the children in such families wished to establish independent status

they would be eligible for loans so that they would not be dependent upon their

families' largesse. Since the loans would be repaid out of their future income

and they would bg likely to share in the financial resources of their families

eventually, such an arrangement would create flexibility, independence, and

still a modicum of equity. Second, individuals'from middle income backgrounds

would receive a dual-entitlement of grants and loans that would provide an

appropriate subsidy while accounting for their gamily resources. Again, a

substantial amount of flexibility would be afforded the student and his gamily

in choosing how much of the expense beyond the entitlement grant would be funded

from savings9and family contributions, part-time or full-time earnings while
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undertaking post-compulsory programs, an4 loans that would be repaid from

future earnings

-(5Y Total Public SupRorgOfequirement
s

A final related TssUe on financing an entitlement plan A what it will

coSt government.. The answer to this query depepds on tihe.size of entitlements

and patterns of participahion as well as on the specgic construction of the

plan between loans end grants and the degree to which-existing public subsidies

tccpbSe-compulsory institutions and training programs as well as_those given
4

to individuals under eilsting grant programs would be combined to underwrite

an entitlement approach.' The complicated nature of this problem is reflected'

by.the fact that.most,direct support for poSt-compuisory education is provided

to particular institutions with another portion going to students and trainees

in the form of scholarships, fellowships, and maintenance grants or loans.

: These would haVe to be-combined under an.entitlement approach, #nd institutions

would be required to obtain their support directly from the'student entitlements

rather than from the government budgets.

Of course, it might be possible to provide direct support fpr institutions

such as universities so,that tenure obligations and budgetary planning could

continue on the same basis as.before, while simply charging the student entitle-.

ment accounts.for those persons Attending the university. If student enroll-
,

ments shrink below those that are adequate ta provide entitlement support for

universitY'budgets, the government might require a lolig-rUn reduction of uni-,

versIty resourceb for meeting student needs. But, this process would certainly

cushion the short-run fluctuations that might disrupt the university planning

processes if they were to'depend for their income exclusively on the entitlements.
4

that they.were able 10-iititaih from enrollment'period to enrollment period.

Another alternative would be.to require universities to obtain their support

directly from the entitleMents while permitting a substantial financial reserve

to cushion short-run fluctuations from period to period;

Fot planning purposes it would be possible to estimate the approximate

public expense for. Ast-compulsorf'entitlements on the 'basis of a concrete

determination of eligibility requirements for participants, size of entitle-

-- mentp., and fields in which entitlements could be used. This would be done by

fitst ascertaining the number of eligible recfpients and calculating the total

amount of entitlements that they would receive in the forms of grants and loane.

3o
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Next, we would need to assess the probable behavior of different sub-grouPiw

with respect to the amount of thei'r entitlement that they would utilize and the

time pattern of utilization. This would yield an estimate of total annual,

entitlement costs for a particular cohort., For the United States, some. data

Mlight be deriVed on these matters from the experience under the GI Bill.

..Regulation of the Entitlement System

-In addition to thf. financial arrangements'for constructing a system of

post,-compulsory entitlements, it is necessary to establish a regulatory system.

In.,this section we review briefly the nature of the regulatory system and.the

types of decisions that must be made with respect to setting out regulations.

A National Entitlement Agency would need to be established to administer the

entitlements. This agency would hate ae least six major functions:

1 - the agency would process applications for entitlements, establishing

ehe eligibility of the individual according to the law.

2 - The level and composition of each entitlement would have to be

4 determined for each applicant on the basis of the appropriate 1

criteria.

A '

3 - Continuous and accurate records on the utilization of the entitle-

ment and unexpended portions would be maintained for each individual;

4 - An information system would be designed and operated by the agency; ,

and dissemination of accurate informatidn to both individuals and

institutions on educattnal:and training alternatives would be

provided.

The regulatory agency would enforce eligibility standards for par-

ticipating institutions and programs through initial screening of pro-

viders followed by periodic audits and reviews of complaints or violations.

6 - An adjudicatdry mechanism would be maintained by the regulatory

agency for settling distes that might arise between.program

sponsors and enrollees.

In addition to establishing a regulatory agency to administer the entitlements

for recurrent education, a number of laws and regulations would have to be

created fbr the operation of the entitlement system. Among these are the following:
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.,

. 1 - .Who is. eligible to receir an entitlement?

2 What are the characteristics that determine the size of the

entitlement?

.3 -; What types of educatian and training eXPeriences or ofher types of

investmenta can ff!e entitlement be us?d for? .

What are the eligibility requirements for accrediting educational

'and trainingAinstitutiens,tereceive entitlements?

5 - What kinds of.information would 'the regulatory agency.collect for-
-

purposes of dissemination On the characteristics and perfortance

of the'aecredited educational and training institution.

The criteria for answering these questions and cokstructing an entitlement plan

are reviewed at some length in a more extensive discussion on the subject, so

they will not be discussed in-this paper. However, the answers to these ques-L

tions will depend clearly on national policy toward fecurrent eduCation as

well as other factors.that are unique to each .of the OECD countries.

IV. SUMMARY

The whole notion of recurrent education is one that is characterized

by diversity. Both the types of educational experiences and their tiMing

aver the lifespan would deviate from the predictable conventions of existing

educational and tfaining systems. The very notion of recurrent education

suggests 40 it annot be codified easily according to existing educational

,and traininein utions, experiences, or certificates. Rather, the offerings

Oder huch an a roach are likely to evolve.in directions that cannot be readily

projected at the moment.

The individual entitlement approach represents a device for f nancing

recurrent education ttiat is perfectly compatible with both the diversity and

uncertainty of future developMents in this direction. Rather than setting

out specific tyPes of financing approaches for each type of recurrent educa-

tion, individual entitlements enable a systematic solution to the financing

issue. Further, we have asserted that the individual entitlement mechanis

can provide a financing scheme that is more comprehensive; flexible, and

equitable than present government educational.anetraining programs. Finally,

32
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it offers greater possibilities for effectively integrating policies for job

creation and retentionwith those for education and training.

One question that has not_been addressed is.the cost of individual

entitlements in the aggregate. Obviously,- it is impossible-to provide-Any

estimate of costs"without a clear specification of a particular entitlement

plan and the designation of a specific country. However, given some rudi-.

mentarrnotion of the particular arrangements for any society, it would be

possible to provide an approximate picture of the costs. Of course, it should

be borne-in mind that not all of the costs associated with entitlements would

be added ones. A ve7 high proportion of them would represent ones that
4

were already obligated for existing educational and training commitments, since

the proposed entitlements would largely replace traditional funding of the

present system of post-comOulsory education.

Some Possible Criticisms of Entitlements

Although I have suggested that entitlements represent a more suitable

approach to financing recurrent education than the more fragmentary approach

that is.presently being pursued,where each type.of program must seek its own

funding on an ad hoc basis, there arg clearly sources of resistance and cri-

ticisms of the approach., In this final section of the paper, I wish to review

these. 'For example, thenoted economist.Friedrick Edding has provided cbnstrucj

tive comments on an earlier version of this proposal?
1

(1)' Edding asks whether a centralized'approSch to funding might nat

stifle alternatives and choice by showing tendencies"...to kill

decentralized initiatives." ;he Answer is that the purpose of

'such a central entitlement agency is to regulate and monitor the

,granting and use of entitlements and accredit institutions for

receiving them. This is essentially a coordinating and banking

arrangement, and /t does not Treclude aty set of recurrent

educational alternatives that might arise,under other funding

approaches. To the degree that it promotes the formation of

recurrent educational-alternatives among citizen groups, non -

profit institutions, and other ,non-governmental Intities, the

outcome is likely to be more diverAity rather than legs. Even

more to the point is the considerable diversity of opportunities
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for recurrent education that are funded unaer GI Bill entitle-

ments in the U.S. To my knowledge, no one has ever criticized

the GI-Bill educational benefits because they stifle new initia-'

tives and educational departures. More typically it is argued
:

that they stimulate too many new ones tgat have,only marginal

va1ue?4sThe latter problem may be a more seriotu'i one of'any plan

for'recurrent education, where not everyone w1l4 agree on the

value of particular non-traditional educational,alternatives

that arise.

(2) Edding further raises the question of whether the more traditional

4 parts of the educational system such as the non-compulsory por-

tions of upper secondary education and traditidnal higher

education are compatible with the entitlement approach.' His

main point is that the-more traditional segments do not require

./ the studeht to engage in productive work, while the recurrent

approach aasnmes alternation of work and education. Further, he

sugge'sti that complete replacement by an entitlement system of

all post-compulsory education and training would be more costly '

from both a political and financial perspective, and he posits

the alternative that such a system of entitlements might best be

restricted to those beyond the traditional higher educa4onal

period (for example age 25 and over). This modificatiOn might

be desirable from a political perspective; but it will surely

undermine the equity criterion, since it is very important to'
It

integrate the education and'training benefits reteived before the

age of 25 with those received beyond that age: Further, while,01
q4 ,

.raising the,age of eligibiliti; would-suiely reduce the funds

requited for entitlements, he change would not reduce the t

resource demands for poSt-tompulsory edUcatiOnal subsidies.

That is, the total of such subsidies would just be divided into

sets offunding requirements (one for those under 25 and another for

those ove 25), and it is not clear what the value of this sePara-

IIdoh wo d be beyond iis symbolism and.the political value of not

challenging the.more traditional parts of the post-compulsory

educational sector with a new financing mechanism.



(3) Edding is also concerned that an entitlement scheme would reduce

or preclude private support for recurrent education.and training

such as that of firms, trade unions,.and so on. There are at

least 6id reasons thatiprivate supporc iTltkely toibe.forth-

6 ng under an entitlement approach. First, persOns from more
.

11°a vantaged families would have smaller entitlement grants, and

they would need to supplement these from their own sources.

Moreover, the.entitlements generally would be finite so that

they would not cover unlimited educational and training experi-

encese Indeed, private supplementation would be encouraged by

both of these aspects. Second, not all recurrent activities need

be includea in the entitlement system, if it is clear that they

neither merit nor require public support. For examplef, much job

training is a highly routihized part of a distinct set of experi-

ences and career ladders in the fitm that is difficult to separate

from the performance of the job itself. Typically,.this is called

"learning-by-doing." There Is no reason to provide entitlement

subsidies for these activities. Also, activities that might

generally be considered frivolous 4ght be excluded ftem

accreditation for entitlements. In those cases, only private funda

,would be used. It is not clear that private support would be either

'higher or lower under entitlements, and the answer would burely de-
.

pendoh the specific entitlement approach. 1111

(4) Eddini.raises a question of whether the &mourner can be adequately

informed about the nature of educational and training choices under'

an entitlement approach: The answer,is 'that-this Will tequire both.

a well-designed i rmati system as well as the existence of

appropriate incentive or training and edutational institutions

to provide acturate data on their operations.. While this type of

problem will exist under any.epproach te financing recurrent educec-

tion, the fact.that the regulatoty and information systems can be

combined under an entitlement approach provides a comprehensive and

coordinated strategy for educating entitlement recipients directly

on the available and appropriate choices. The competition for entitle-

ments also provides incentives to give potential clientele suitable

information.
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(5) A final issue posed by.Edding is whether entitlements ought to be

a complement or substitute for educational.ieaves of absence.

'He suggests some good reasons for coordinating -7 but not substi-

tuting -- entitlements' for programs of educational leave. Cer-
, *

fo.

tainly, a useful entitlement approach4hould be constructed to
0

take account of other programa that can_not be eakIy replaced

by individual entitlements. These circumstances vary from coun-

try to country.
33

Edding's points are,useful ones for considering entitlement approaches to

pos4r-compulsory education and training and testing them. Edding suggeses that

at least initially there ought to,be only partial replacement of the

existing financing apparatus,in order to see how the entitlement scheme works

and to enable us to mOify and improve its ShOrtcomings where they are evident.11-

This seems to beAvonstructive way of ascertaining whether the individual

entitlement approach to financing recurrent education has as much promise as

is suggested by both.the conceptual arguments and the experience under the

GI in the United- States.

4
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, FOOTNOTES

1. Forexsmplesof this literature see OECD 1975 and. 1978; C. StalfOrd 1978,

and ft: Peterson 1979.

2. Data on the income distributions are found in S. Jain 1975.. Economic

growth prospects are summarized in the iyarious issues-of Economic Outlook'
issued regularly b3(0EpD.

, .

3., These contentions are documente Levin-1976 and 1978b.

4., See H. Levin 1976 and H. Itevin 1978a f9r etails. '

,5. An insightful analysis of problems inherent in theseikprograms is .

G. Lenhardt 1978.

6, See H. Levin 1976 and 1978b.

7. -This presentation on individual entitlements builds on a number of
previous papers written Ap the subject. See particulary H. Levin 1977a

and 1977b and N. Kurlpd /977.

8. The detailed presentation and analysis of these three components ate
, found in H. Levin 1977a.

9. The distinctions between the distribution of.educational opportunities

y and outcomes and adult opportunities and outcomes withrespect to.. .

Occupational attainments and income are addressed in H..Levink117ga.
, -

10: In 1975 only about one-fifth of adUit learners in the United. g150.64

had-not participated in education at the college level. That.A#141-0,.

about four-fifths had undertaken at least some college trainingZraili...''
almost 60 percent had at leaet one college degree. See K.P. CrOWs --*

1978: 9.

11. See t e survey of these policies in R. Haveman and G. Christainsen
1978 and J. Palmer 1978.- The origins of an active labor market policy
are generally credited to G. Rehn. See G. Rehn and E. Lundberg 1963

and R. Meidner and R. Anderson 1973.

12. Government policies to promote employee ownership are diScussed within
a much wider framework in Rudolf Meidher 1978.

la. Recent.evaluations and analyses of the GI Bill are,Congressional Budget
Office 1978, D. M. O'Neill 1977 and D. M. O'Neill and S. Ross 1976.

t14..
O'Neill and Ross 1976: Appendix A describes these provisions.

15. Ibid., p. 1.-

16. Congressional.Budget Office, p. 6. j
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Footnotts
,

17. Ibid., p. 7.

18. O'Neill and Ross, p. 44.

19. Congressional Budget Officev pp. 13. .

20. O'Neill and Ross, p. 53.

21. Ibid.; p. 58.

22. All of the findinga owearnings are,iin Ibid., Chap. '2

23. See Harnqvist 1978; Rosenthal 1976;tand Cross 1978 for evidence o
this contention as well as Levin 1976 and 1978a.

OP.

24. It may appear that because moat payroll taxes require a mandatory L.neri7
bution by the-employer., that it-is employers who are bearing at least
that portiotf.of the taX'. :However, it is generally agreed that in the,
long run.such "employer" contributions are shifted to employees ifi'the

form of lower wages and salaries than they would otherwise receive.
See John Brittain 1972: pp. 60-81.

25. Suggestions in this direction are found in Kurland.1974; Strioer 197;
U.S. Departmene of HEW 1973: pp. 126-134; and are reflected in actuality.
.in the French Law, of 1971 on educational leave for workers. See H. A.-

Levine 1974..

26. See the useful discusn by L. Emmerij 1979, especially with reference
to the Dutch case. garding the use of social'aecurity.funding.

7. See references in footnote 23.

28. Pechman and Okner 1974: p. 59.

4

29. Ibid.

30. A. comprehensive treatment of student loan plans is R. Hartman 1971..

311,. F. Edding 1977.

32. This hasealways been considered a greater problem than that an entitle-
ment mechanism will stifle diversity. Some o the problems of regulating
and accrediting proprietary vocational and hdne study schools are found
in a comprehensive-report of the U.S. Federal rade Commission 1976.. In ,

an extensive discussion of accreditation and p cedures to control fraud
and maintain quality, O'Neill and Ross conclude that these are hot liajor,

. intrinsic problems for an entitlement approach. See Appendix..A.

Eipmerij 1979..
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